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A: The problem is not the cheater tag, but the fact that the cheat console doesn't give you the name of the cheat, just a random text stating you have been banned for that cheat. I haven't found an easy way to get that text, but if I run cheats from Safe Mode, I get something like "If you see this, it means that your game was banned for this cheat. (Unknown)" A wide variety of WTF gadgets has recently been released by Russian firm e-Zesda, including the
Vampire Manicure and the Mute Mother, which automatically directs you when you cough to either a lit match or a lit cigarette. We're not sure what their long-term plans are, but they need to prepare to sell a shit-ton of them, because the market seems to be clamoring for devices that go "BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP!" when in danger of wetting themselves. One of these bright and shiny things, the Nice Mist, aims to automate a daily chore — clearing the
bathroom of toilet bowl clogs. It's nothing so simple as spraying some water or soda on the clog, because water is too specific. No, instead this thing just squirts a little mist on the problem area, and the device then beeps until it's fixed. Of course, the device has a screen where you can watch what's going on, and it looks kinda cool: Press the button to self-clean up the toilet Press the buttons to make it stop squirting Or press the button to start a party The
nice mist toilet cleaning device also has a button to toggle between Morse code, Morse code letter by letter, and English letters. And the video can be moved back and forth in time. Oh, and there's a ton of other stuff to be found here, like this little baby bird feeder that shoots out rose petals. We'll just skip over the other lot of stuff here, because it would take too long to show off and our attention span would eventually break. Oh, but if you would like to

see a couple of unboxing videos of the Nice Mist, you can find them here: Here's the product page, followed by a video from e-Zesda of the thing in action (there's some photos too, but the really bad photos are at this page):

A: The cheat-tag "cheater" is a Steam Community profile, rather than a reputation for a specific player. Thus, a player can cheat any number of times, but the only tag his/her profile can receive is "cheater". Once a player leaves the game, the cheater tag will be automatically removed by Steam, so it's more like a season pass thingy. But still, you can only get one tag per specific player. For more information, see the Steam FAQ on the topic. Gooseneck
constructions are used to provide an accessible water outlet from a confined and/or elevated storage tank. The typical gooseneck includes a pipe elbow connecting the storage tank to a standpipe, the standpipe being elevated from the storage tank and supported by a ground base. The elbow provides a recessed interior which is in fluid communication with the storage tank. The elbow includes a valve to control water flow from the storage tank. The valve
comprises a first closure member and a second closure member which are axially telescopic, with the first closure member being fixed to the storage tank, and the second closure member being movable axially to open and close the valve. The elbow also includes a dispensing spigot at the outlet of the elbow which is aligned with the valve. The valve is opened by lifting the second closure member, axially relative to the first closure member, to bring the

dispensing spigot into fluid communication with the storage tank. When the valve is closed, the valve is closed by an axial and vertical compression of the first closure member on the second closure member, usually by fluid pressure, thereby maintaining the dispensing spigot out of fluid communication with the tank. In a typical gooseneck construction, the standpipe is elevated on a ground base and has a valve thereon to control water flow into the
standpipe. The standpipe includes a first, vertically extending, pipe section extending from the ground base, and a second, horizontally extending, pipe section connected to a horizontal section of the pipe elbow. A shut-off valve is positioned at the top of the second horizontally extending pipe section. The second horizontally extending pipe section extends upwardly from the horizontally extending pipe elbow, and there are no fittings, such as pipe nipples,

on the upper end of the second horizontally extending pipe section. In a typical irrigation system, an elevated water tank and an auxiliary vessel, such as an emergency well 82138339de
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